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Just-in-Time-Teaching with Interactive Frequent Formative Feedback (JiTTIFFF or JTF) for Cyber Learning in Core Materials Courses

Abstract

In this new NSF-sponsored Type 2 TUES (Transformation of Undergraduate Engineering in STEM) project, we are using engagement, assessment, and reflection tools developed in a successful CCLI Phase 1 project and are adapting them to the internet as tools for an interactive cyber-enabled web learning environment. They include: 1) Blackboard, 2) Concept Warehouse (cw.edudiv.org), 3) Concept Inventory Hub (ciHub) (dev.cihub.org/), 4) YouTube Video Tutorial Screencasts for Materials Concepts (www.youtube.com/user/MaterialsConcepts), Google.docs Survey (docs.google.com), and a vocabulary building site, Quizlet (http://quizlet.com/matsciasu).

Blackboard is a web-based, class management system for education organizations that has a wide variety of tools available including: class note distribution; quiz and survey administration; communication; and grade recording, tracking and analysis. The Concept Warehouse is a cyber-enabled site for facilitating conceptual learning in Chemical Engineering with large sets of concept-based clicker questions (or ConceptTests) for core chemical engineering classes. An instructor can immediately access results from Concept Warehouse to address student-learning issues by adjusting teaching strategy and instruction. The ciHub is a cyber-enabled site for the administration and analysis of Concept Inventories for engineering education. The Materials Concepts YouTube site is the location of a series of Muddiest Point YouTube Tutorials as well as an Interactive Quick Quiz on Eutectic Phase Diagram Calculations and Microstructures. It uses short screencast tutorials to address students' Muddiest Points, i.e. content that is still unclear from class. Using these cyber-enabled tools in and out of class has potential to increase effectiveness and efficiency of learning using frequent formative feedback to students.

Innovations from CCLI 1 are reflected in a new project title, Just-in-Time-Teaching (JiTT) with Interactive Frequent Formative Feedback (JiTTIFFF or JTF). The approach is being implemented in four settings that have diverse populations: Arizona State University, North Carolina A&T State University, Oregon Institute of Technology, and Oregon State University. The CCLI 1 showed strongly positive student outcomes when new strategies and tools were used for instruction informed by a multi-level, assessment-driven frequent formative feedback loops and contextualization of activities and assessments with real-world applications. Compared to lecture-based pedagogy, constructivist pedagogy showed greater conceptual learning gains, improved student attitude, and increased class persistence. In this paper we are reporting on the benefits and issues of implementing classroom change using the JTF strategies with a particular emphasis on the different methods of using cyber-enabled web tools to provide frequent formative feedback to students. The methodology and impact of implementing frequent formative feedback in the JTF project is discussed along with the impact on student's attitude, achievement and persistence. Overall, innovative new approaches to providing feedback to students are being employed including: Clicker Questions (ConcepTests and Socrative.com); Muddiest Point YouTube Video Tutorial Screencasts; Muddiest Point restructured slide sets and consolidated lecture-by-lecture course materials on Blackboard; and Homework Preview Problems. Results have shown very positive reactions by students to such strategies, as well as improved learning and retention.
Introduction

In this TUES Type 2 project we are using engagement, assessment, and reflection tools developed in a successful CCLI Phase 1 project and adapting them to an interactive cyber-enabled web environment. Using the tools in and out of class has potential to increase effectiveness and efficiency of learning using frequent formative feedback to students. Innovations from CCLI 1 are reflected in a new project title, Just-in-Time-Teaching with Interactive Frequent Formative Feedback (JITTIFFF or JTF). The tools for the interactive cyber-enabled web environment include: 1) Blackboard, 2) Concept Warehouse (http://cw.edudiv.org), 3) Concept Inventory Hub (ciHub) (http://dev.cihub.org/), 4) YouTube Video Tutorials for Materials Concepts (www.youtube.com/user/MaterialsConcepts), a Google docs Survey Tool (http://docs.google.com), and a vocabulary building site, Quizlet (http://quizlet.com/matsciasu).

Blackboard is a web-based, class management system for education organizations that has a wide variety of tools available including: class note distribution; quiz and survey administration; communication; and grade recording, tracking and analysis. The Concept Warehouse is a cyber-enabled site for facilitating conceptual learning in Chemical Engineering with large sets of concept-based clicker questions (or ConcepTests) for core chemical engineering classes. An instructor can immediately access results to address student-learning issues by adjusting teaching strategy and instruction. An alternative clicker site called socrative.com, allows students to participate in exercises and games using smartphones, laptops, and tablets. The ciHub is a cyber-enabled site for the administration and analysis of Concept Inventories for engineering education. The Materials Concepts YouTube site is the location of a series of Muddiest Point YouTube Tutorials as well as an interactive quick quiz which uses short screencast tutorials to address students' Muddiest Points, i.e. content that is still unclear from class. Using cyber-enabled tools in and out of class has potential to increase effectiveness and efficiency of learning using frequent formative feedback to students, as emphasized in this paper. The tools allow frequent opportunities for bilateral feedback between instructor and students. Such frequent formative feedback has been shown to promote more effective learning compared to summative only feedback, which is usually given to students after quizzes, tests and homework.

Background

In the JTF project there are collaborations between Arizona State University, a large public University, North Carolina A&T, a medium-size, historic African American university; Oregon Institute of Technology, a medium-size technology institute, and Oregon State University, a medium-size, west coast university. Project participants, organizations, and roles are shown in Figure 1. Interactions between these institutions offer not only a chance to test the effectiveness of the JTF approach in new settings with diverse populations, but to also test the ease of implementation of the interactive cyber-enabled platforms. In the past, new technologies sometimes have barriers to scaling innovative learning strategies and materials. In the earlier CCLI 1 project the Just-in-Time-Teaching pedagogy used...
pre-class, web-question student responses as feedback to the instructor so he/she could adjust daily class design. Today, the cyber-enabled web tools used in JTF expand and extend technology functionality beyond JiTT so results at different time intervals of student-based assessments can provide the fast frequent formative feedback needed to adjust instruction to address serious learning issues such as robust misconceptions and difficult concepts\(^3\). For example, in using the clicker questions sets on the Concept Warehouse or Socrative platforms, the instructor can immediately access the results of the students and adjust instruction to address misconceptions or other issues. Thus, student-learning issues in class can be addressed immediately. A blog as well as monthly meetings are implemented to provide opportunities for discussions of common student learning issues and barriers and approaches to address them and the successes of such interventions. This helps determine what opportunities, benefits, and barriers exist for implementation of JTF by different instructors at different institutions.

The pedagogical approach used in the JTF project is constructivism, which espouses the belief that students learn most effectively by constructing their own knowledge and refers to learning as conceptual change\(^4\). How People Learn discusses how cognitive processes act to achieve conceptual change, which occurs through modification of a student's conceptual framework\(^5\). The framework is comprised of mental models, which are transformed representations of real-world systems or phenomena called modeled target systems or phenomena\(^6\). As such, mental models are defined as simplified, conceptual representations that are personalized interpretations of modeled target systems or phenomena in the world around us. Thus, the transformed modeled target systems or phenomena turn into the mental models, which become more visible or comprehensible to the individual\(^7\). Useful mental models allow us to understand, explain, and predict behavior of systems and phenomena, whereas faulty mental models, which lead to misconceptions, cannot. Frequent formative feedback is very effective at repairing misconceptions because students are allowed to immediately reflect on and rethink their faulty mental models and replace them with correct scientific consensus models.

**Frequent Formative Feedback with Concept Quizzes**

One popular, widely used approach for rapid in-class feedback to students is the use of Concept Quizzes, which are really formative assessments because they assess a small segment of content within the course. An important interactive web tool is the Concept Warehouse, developed by Prof. Milo Koretsky at Oregon State University. It is designed to promote and facilitate conceptual learning in Chemical Engineering by having large sets of concept-based clicker questions (or ConceptTests) for core chemical engineering classes. An instructor can choose a selected set of questions and administer them via the web in-class or out-of-class. Each multiple-choice question slide also requests of student their reason for an answer (with a free response box) and degree of confidence in their answer with a 1-5 Likert scale. These are formative assessments used as immediate feedback tools to inform the instructor of student understanding (or lack thereof) of the current content being taught. Formative feedback at this stage of instruction has been shown to be very effective and can be carried out in real time. In the JTF project, the results of the Fall 2012 semester are

\[
\begin{array}{l|c|c|c}
\text{Pre} & \text{Post} & \text{T#1} \\
\hline
\text{Increased temperature causes the length of an} & 4\% & 6\% & 0\%
\text{engineering part to increase because the:} & 54\% & 67\% & 41\%
1) Atoms are getting larger & 22\% & 18\% & 59\%
2) Bonds get weaker so atom vibration & 20\% & 6\% & 0%
3) amplitude increases & 0\% & 3\% & 0%
4) Atom vibration amplitude increases & & & 
\text{asymmetrically} & & & 
5) Bond strength of valence electrons & & & 
\text{decreases} & & & 
6) Atom's electron clouds become fuzzier & & & 
\end{array}
\]

Figure 2. Pre-Post Results of Concept Quiz on Atomic Bonding.
found later in the Survey of Student Evaluation of Instructional Strategies & Personal Impact. This survey evaluates the impact of teaching strategies and classroom experiences on support of student learning and personal impact on attitude of the course on students' future goals.

Frequent Formative Feedback with Class-End Reflection Points & Subsequent Discussion

A critical tool for frequent formative feedback assessment is the next-class response to a previous set of student responses to class-end Points of Reflection as shown in Figure 3. Such reflections are able to promote metacognition in students thinking and also promote instructor reflection on his/her classroom practice. To date these reflections have been pencil and paper class end single sheets that had to be transcribed into an Excel matrix and then summarized by the involved student and the instructor. The use of the Concept Warehouse web tool, which has a student written response function, will greatly facilitate data collection and analysis.

At the end of class students are asked to describe their own: "Most Interesting Point" (1-5 Likert scale) and "Muddiest Point" (1-5 Likert scale). The Muddiest Point can reveal what students consider to be a difficult or confusing concept, especially so when a large fraction of the class rates the concept at a 4-5 average on a 1-5 Likert scale. High rating averages of the "Most Interesting Point" can reveal positive attitude toward a specific technical phenomenon or real world example on a given topic, and foster students' motivation in their classroom performance. In effect, students are empowered in their learning when they provide input to their instruction. Research shows that addressing learning issues quickly with immediate feedback is very effective for improving motivation and learning. This assertion is supported by responses from Daily Reflections and a final day, semester wrap-up, Meta Reflection on Reflections, as shown in Figure 3b.

Figure 3. Class-Start Feedback from Previous-Class Reflections

**Outcomes: FINAL Reflection on Points of Reflection**

**Brief Class Topic:** Reflection on Reflections or Meta-Reflection  
Describe your insights on the following points across a whole semester.

**Final Point of Interest:** What was impact on your attitude & interest in class?  
"Helped me reflect on what I enjoyed and understood well from the lecture"  

**Muddiest Points:** Did responses help you identify your learning issues?  
"Yes, it helped me recognize what I didn’t know or understand"  

**Did Muddy Point discussion next class help your understanding?**  
"Yes, reflecting on the toughest topics from the previous lecture helps retain all that material covered"  

Figure 3b. Meta-Reflection on Entire Semester of Reflections.
Frequent Formative Feedback with In-class Engagement Activities

Immediate and frequent feedback plays an important role in the progression of a learner from the level of "novice" toward "expert" understanding & performance in a given domain. In a review on the acquisition of expert skills, Ericsson, et al. cites that one important condition for optimal learning and improving performance is that learners should receive immediate and informative feedback and knowledge of results of their performance on a given task. In CCLI 1, and now the JTF project, there are frequent types of feedback including: daily Preview Problem Concept Map discussions; daily Prior Class Muddiest Point Discussions; multiple-choice Clicker Question discussions; and discussion during Concept in Context classroom activities like the sort and match motorcycle parts in Figure 4.

Just-in-Time-Teaching and Formative Feedback with Pre-class Preview Problems

Another type of innovative learning tool is the pre-class Concept Context Map (CCmap) Homework Preview Problem. An example of such a JiTT-type activity is shown in Figure 5 for Atomic Bonding and can be accessed via the web on Blackboard. This tool acts as a scaffold to illustrate the conceptual framework for a given topical area, as well as a vocabulary-building tool since there are 400 plus terms to learn in a semester. Students become familiar with vocabulary and a conceptual framework by determining which terms fit given blanks. Additionally, the multiple representations of concepts in CCMaps reveal the ways in which various aspects of concepts can be related and connected. For example, the CCMap Preview Problem in Figure 5 links abstract concepts of the Periodic Table to different types of atomic bonding and crystal structures for the concrete real-world items. The figure above shows a steel razor blade with metallic bonding and a nylon parachute with a 1-D polymer chain backbone with covalent bonding surrounded by the 2-D hydrogen bonding between the chains. Thus, we see that CCMaps can show the framework of related concepts in a subject area and use "expert-like" multiple representations to present them in ways that experts might use in their own visual
and verbal communication about the topic. Instructors can use these homework results to give feedback to students in the next class. In the exiting survey of a Fall 2012 core materials class, 59% of the 36 students said that CCMaps supported or strongly supported their learning through the Homework Preview Problems.

**Effect of Frequent Formative Feedback on Persistence and Motivation**

In the seven semesters of materials courses taught by the CCLI 1 project with student engagement methods, persistence increased from 85% to 95% compared to six earlier lecture-based classes as in Figure 6. Also, in comparing lecture pedagogy to constructivist instruction, female withdrawal rate decreased from 40% to about 10% for the same classes. These improvements agree with the results of Marrs, Blake, and Gavrin. They found, comparing the lecture-based introductory biology courses to courses taught with JiTT and inquiry activities, those students withdrawing or receiving a D or F dropped from 33% to 18%. These results impact one of the major concerns of engineering education, that of retention. Motivational and affective beliefs that students bring to learning contexts directly affect their persistence and effort. Two aspects of motivation have been shown to impact learning the most. These are the degree to which students think that they are capable of completing a learning task (self-efficacy) and the degree to which they think that the activity is valuable to their long term future. Fast feedback and concept contextualization improve motivation. Students interested only in the short-term value of their learning are more likely to use strategies that facilitate quick learning, rather than deep understanding, and will be less motivated to learn. Less motivated students may lose interest and withdraw from a class.

Motivation can be increased when students who get frequent feedback recognize and identify with a course's relevance, significance, and value to their own future. As discussed earlier, when students are learning to bridge ideas from concrete contexts of a material with the familiar, such as a razor blade or a parachute, to abstract concepts, such as atomic bonding, they also recognize their own relationship to these concrete contexts. When presented with situations related to these contexts, students can be

---

**Outcomes of Student Engagement Pedagogy:**

**Student Persistence in Introductory Materials Class**

Figure 6. % Retention in Core Material Classes Taught by the PI over time

**Outcomes – Exit Survey (F12)– Teaching Strategy & Personal Impact**

**Teaching Strategies to Support Learning – Agree or Strongly Agree**

- 1) 82% - Team problem solving & discussion helped
- 2) 93% - Hands-on activities supported learning
- 3) 93% - Muddiest Point next class discussion helped
- 4) 59% - HW Preview Problem helped prepare for next class
- 5) 96% - UG teaching assistant working with teams
- 6) 93% - Muddiest-Point YouTube Tutorials

**Personal Impact Survey – Agree or Strongly Agree**

- 1) 73% - Increased interest in continuing in own major
- 2) 79% - Content would be valued after graduation
- 3) 96% - Saw engineering relevance to real world needs
- 4) 79% - Would recommend class to a friend
- 5) 72% - Would like instructional strategies in other courses

Figure 7. Impact of Formative Feedback on Learning and Attitude
better motivated to learn and continue in engineering. This is directly reflected in the affective portion of the previously cited exit survey for the Fall 2012 core materials class as shown in Figure 7. In particular, results for the first category of responses, the effect of teaching strategies on support of student learning had an average of 86% of students who found that the strategies supported or strongly supported their learning. This category included; team problem solving; hands-on activities; Muddiest Point next-class discussion; peer mentor teaching assistant; and Muddiest Point YouTube Tutorials. In the second category of responses, the personal impact of the strategies on students themselves, the average was 80% who agreed or strongly agreed. This category included the items of: increased interest in their own major; value of content after graduation; saw engineering relevance to real-world needs; would recommend class to a friend; and want instructional strategies to be used in other courses.

Summary and Conclusions

In the past, new technologies for teaching and learning have sometimes been a barrier to scaling innovative teaching strategies and materials. In the earlier CCLI 1 project, the Just-in-Time-Teaching pedagogy used pre-class, web-question student responses as feedback to the instructor so he/she could adjust daily class design, but the amount of paperwork and reading was cumbersome and has not really been much adapted adaption in engineering education settings. Today, in the JTF project, teaching, learning, and assessment materials have been designed for ease-of-implementation and use with cyber-enabled web tools so that the JTF project expands and extends technology functionality beyond JiTT. As such, student assessment results gathered at different time intervals allow the instructor to provide the fast frequent formative feedback needed to adjust instruction to address serious learning issues such as robust misconceptions and difficult concepts. For example, in using clicker questions set on the Concept Warehouse platform or on Socrative.com, an instructor can immediately access results of responses and adjust instruction to address learning issues. Thus, student-learning issues in class can be addressed immediately. Cyber-enabled tools with fast and frequent formative feedback discussed here have included: ConceptTests (clicker questions); Daily Reflections, Classroom Activities; Homework Preview Problems; Muddiest Point YouTube Tutorials; and Quizlet.com. Employing such strategies and cyber-enabled tools has simplified instruction and improved student attitude, learning, and persistence.

Future research will study ease of implementation of JTF on cyber-enabled interactive web tools and learning platforms in diverse settings and determine how instructors use assessment results as feedback for adjusting instruction. Also to be studied will be the effect of JTF project on engagement activities and assessments on student learning and attitude to see if the approach is adapted by other institutions. This will help inform the potential for scaling the approach more broadly if it is successful. This information can inform the design and development of teaching and learning strategies and associated instructional tools and practices for more effective teaching and learning which may also have a positive effect on diverse populations. The broad availability of the web-based JTF materials with innovative components can also allow selective use of desired components by individual instructors. This would have the potential to facilitate adaptation of as least some of the JTF approach and promote diffusion of its innovations.
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